






1. Identify, define, and understand basic literary conventions and themes in fiction, poetry and drama.

2. Write reasonable, well-supported analyses of literature that ethically integrate evidence from texts

Institution-specific Student Learning Outcomes 

List institution-specific Student Learning Outcomes 

D. Narrative

Explain what students are going to do to develop the critical skills (selected above) and how you will assess their 

learning? 

Communication. Genre and Medium Awareness, Application and Versatility; Strategies for Understanding and 

Evaluating Messages; and Evaluation and Production o.f Arguments. 

N/A 

Critical Thinking. Problem Setting; Evidence Acquisition; Evidence Evaluation; and Reasoning/Conclusion 

English 115G students will develop critical thinking skills by developing good reading skills, including a deepened 

understanding of the conventions of literary genres. Students will begin by learning how texts are situated within 

various cultural and historical contexts, which, in turn, will help them to define and develop clear, context-appropriate 

research questions. Then students will learn how to locate and identify strong answers to these research questions 

through close analysis of the topics/arguments/tropes mobilized in the primary text as well as careful assessment of 

the critical conversation established in secondary texts. By the end of the course, students will learn how to discern -

in their own thinking and in the secondary texts they read - fact vs. opinion, superficial vs. substantial analysis, and 

awareness of rhetorical tactics. Students will demonstrate these critical thinking skills through the well-reasoned 

completion of evidence-based writing assignments. 

Quantitative Reasoning. Communication/Representation of Quantitative Information; Analysis of Quantitative 

Arguments; and Application of Quantitative Models 

N/A 

Personal & Social Responsibility. lntercultural reasoning and intercultural competence; Sustainability and the 

natural and human worlds; Ethical reasoning; Collaboration skills, teamwork and value systems; and Civic discourse, 

civic knowledge and engagement- local and global 

Assigned texts in English 115G will represent diverse cultures, genres, and historical contexts. Students will explore 

these diversities through comparative analyses of primary texts supplemented by research written from differing 

viewpoints. Exposure to theoretical approaches such as feminism, environmentalism, and post-colonialism will 

expand students' concept of the world. From these contexts, students will consider how writers apply ethical 

reasoning toward a better understanding of their own personal and social responsibilities. Moreover, students' 

learning experiences will be enhanced by the collaborative environment that involves an open exchange of ideas 

through conversation, teamwork, and, when possible, projects that encourage students to involve themselves in their 

communities (e.g. service learning, field research, and performance). 

Information & Digital Literacy. Authority and Value of Information; Digital Literacy; Information Structure; and 

Research as Inquiry 



As English 115G students learn how to read and write about literary genres within their discursive contexts, they 

become sensitized to the way that all discursive formations, including those surrounding them today exist amidst (and 

are themselves) complex cultural vectors (e.g. how various on line platforms - from social media to research databases 

- filter and disseminate information). A series of assignments brings this into focus, enabling English 115G students

(many of whom are first-year students) to build confidence by first carefully analyzing a primary text, then evaluating

secondary sources while learning appropriate documentation style conventions, before finally engaging with

secondary sources while making an original argument of their own. By breaking down the writing and research

process in this way, students learn to be reflective consumers of information who can identify a nuanced,

knowledgeable source, as well as those that are neither nuanced nor knowledgeable and those that are in between.

As a result, English 115G students begin to learn how to enter into and make original contributions to scholarly

conversations rather than passively rehearse established or unreliable opinions.

E. Supporting Documents

� Sample Course Rubric Attached (recommended) � Sample Assessment Attached (required) 

F. Assessment Plan (Must be on file with HED by August 1, 2019)

Link to Institution's General Education Assessment Plan 

https://assessment.nmsu.edu/levels-of-assessment/general-education/ 

This course meets institutional standards for general education. 
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This assignment was provided by Joan Erben of NMSU-Grants, who offers the following explanation of how it puts into practice 
essential skills associated with English 115G: 
 
-- Critical Thinking: By studying Beloved students will develop good reading skills and learn to recognize literary conventions (related to point of 
view, characterization, plot, setting, theme, etc.), while also learning how to place the novel within the cultural and historical context of slavery 
in America.  Students will demonstrate critical thinking skills by engaging with the text as formulated by the Reader Response Process described 
below. 

-- Personal & Social Responsibility:  Through the Reader Response process described below, students will move through the stages of Reception, 
Experience, and Interpretation of the text before concluding with a reflection on the significance of their reading and learning in the context of 
the larger world. By formulating a “consequent activity beyond reading,” students are urged to become involved, to take action, and to bring 
about the change they want to see in the world.  Students will share their ideas in the weekly online Zoom seminar and share suggestions for 
action. 

-- Information & Digital Literacy: As an online course, this particular section of ENGL 115G meets digital literacy standards by requiring students 
to engage with the online learning platform while reading physical primary texts and formulating comparisons between their online and print 
environments. To supplement the basic Canvas course components, this course requires attendance for a once-a-week synchronous webinar via 
Zoom; therefore students actively participate in real time class discussions to clarify and compare materials and points of view. Moreover, 
students are asked to enhance their own interpretations by researching various secondary texts and then seeking to contribute to those 
scholarly conversations. These materials will be accessed online through the NMSU databases, for example, further addressing this competency. 

 

 

 



 

 

 



Have a favorite passage in front of you to work with (along with writing tools) as we move through the stages of reader response! 

Stages of the Reader Response Process 
(which deals with the complexity of reading’s affect  on the brain)  

n reception;      

n  experience; 

n  interpretation; and 

n  consequent activity beyond the act of reading. 

 

Reception 

n Linguist and researcher Wolfgang Iser believes reading literature is a “’partnership’ between reader and text“ with 
the reader participating “both in the production and the comprehension of the work’s intention.”     
   --Robertson, Duncan. “Lectio Divina and the Literary Criticism.” Cistercian Studies Quarterly (2011) 46.1, 83-93. Print. 

 
n The physical process of reading the word on the page unleashes a sequence of brain events that form an image—an imagining—of the 

words‘ relationship, then you, as the reader, begin to make and shape meaning. This is reception!  

 

Experience 

n Subsequent to the reception stage, “the reader lifts his or her eyes from the page of writing and enters into a personal, active, affective, 
and intellectual appropriation of it.” 

n We are the accumulation of our experiences.  Reading taps intimately into those experiences and reference points.  Reader response 
requires readers engage and comprehend their past events and put them in context through reading --which leads to interpretation. 

Your 
personal history 

(experience) is the 
baggage! 

Your perspective is 
the lens through 

which you see the 
world. 



Interpretation 

n The interpretation phase encompasses vocalization, memorization, repetition, and recitation, so the 
reader responds ACTIVELY to the text’s form and content.  Here you would consider not just the novel’s 
narrative but how the various literary techniques we have discussed in English 115G contribute to how 
that plot is presented.   

 

Consequent Activity Beyond the Act of Reading 

n The fourth stage of the process is referred to as the textual experience, when the reading (the text) changes a reader’s ways of knowing 
and living in the world. 
    

n Has reading Beloved changed you? 

 

For your Reader Response Essay, use this process to organize your writing-- 

n Orient your reader with a short introduction to the paper topic. 

n Open with the scene and your sensory reception: do a close analysis.  Linger on words, instances of literary techniques like point of view 
and imagery, as well as overall impressions. 

n Present your experiential support by discussing experiences and upbringing that make up your own reference points. 

n In the interpretation stage, formulate conclusions by taking your initial section’s analysis and elaborating by experiential support from 
section 2. 

n Finally, reflect on how the reading affected you and point to a consequent activity you could engage in, to take that change beyond the 
scope your reading. 
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